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Abstract 
Tracing the historical development of the film as a literary genre shows that sound, which initially was absent in 

its production, has come to stay as a means of synchronizing and complementing pictorial actions; such that the 

attention of the viewer is fu –

 songs) actually does more than arrest the attention of the 

viewer. It is also capable of giving social comment, explanation and hints on the different scenes and themes 

(major or minor) of a film being watched. Music being the best mode of communication if compared with speech 

and chant, has the ability to touch the psyche and emotions of its listeners, in such a way

, more often than not hired after film 

recordings at different locations, watch the scenes sequentially and try to compose songs that are related to the 

actions of the actors in the different scenes and generally on the major theme of a film. These are laced 

asynchronously on the related scenes in the film. The study examines the (apologetic and explanatory) track 

music of - - an image laundering film

), after she was released from prison, following her attempt to courier cocaine 

from Nigeria to London. The study concludes that her blunt self-assessment, remorsefulness, telling the truth, 

craving indulgence based on cultural beliefs; as the features of the songs, made the feat possible. This can be 

seen in her still being patronized in the film industry. The study is hinged on Neo-Marxist theory of Cultural 

Hegemony as opined by Stuart Hall (2008) to the effect that each society has a different way of classifying the 

world, thereby forming their worldview, including communication through the mass media. Essentially, it means 

that different meanings can be alluded to 

's feat is over-personalized.  
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Introduction 
'Music' is sounds that are arranged in a way that is pleasant or exciting to listen to. Generally, it can be sung 

orally with the vocal chords by counter pointing tones, or be played on instruments. The origin of music is 

obscure, for no one can say categorically when music began in man's life and culture. Singing however, is not a 

peculiarity of man, for birds too chirp and some trees make whistling (musical) sounds. Olagunju (1997) is of the 

opinion that: 

Primitive man developed the arts (of music) during a period when the 

overriding preoccupation of the times involved survival. Apparently what 

was practical for man at the earliest stage of social development was the 

organisation of an environment which contained opportunities for aesthetic 

expression. Among this earliest creation was the art of music. 

This essentially means that music is as old as nature. It is a deep functional phenomenon that draws 

heavily on religious, political, economic, sociological, educational and anthropological interactions, especially 

among Africans. As a result, they (the Africans) have various forms of music, some of which are for recreational 

purposes, invocation of ancestral deities, ceremonial music and religious music used for divination, among 

several others. 

),
1

, is able to gain reintegration into the society with the production of - and its 

latent music, after her attempt to courier cocaine to London from Lagos, Nigeria, in September, 2006, and the 

legal tussle that follows the incidence, culminating in her soiled image. The theoretical frame-work for the study 

is hinged on Neo-Marxist theory of Cultural Hegemony as opined by Stuart Hall (in Haralambos and Holborn, 

2008: 718-719). This is to the effect that each culture in society has a different way of classifying the world, 

thereby forming their worldview, including communication through the mass media. In essence, it means that 

different meanings can be given to the same events. 

 

Music Among the Yoruba 
The Y , who can be found most predominantly in the South-western part of Nigeria

2
 in states like Lagos, 
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, y , ṣ ǹ , are a music loving and culturally rich people, with religion being a 

vital factor in virtually ALL they do (Adagbada, 2014: 4). The beliefs and practices of the Yoruba manifest 

through various means, an essential one of which is orin ) arts, especially their 

traditional music, are functionally and socially structured on three basic levels of religious rituals, expression of 

social organization and as recreation. 

, the equivalent word for music is orin. The word embraces all forms of (traditional) 

music in the Yoruba culture, including their ensembles, accompaniments and dancing steps. As such 

(music) among the Yoruba is essentially (drum) and (dance). Yoruba music (traditionally), 

can be grouped into religious and social/secular. Religious music are used during indigenous activities or 

festivals, while secular music is used for entertainment during social activities like naming ceremonies, 

weddings, or burial of elderly people. 

Since music is produced by human beings for other (human) beings to listen to, it can be seen as a 

p -

, because of its appealing 

nature. Some of such views pointed out are  (character), (wickedness) and  (destiny), -

-  (exhortation) and -ranra-ẹni-l w  (complementary assistance). 

In Yoruba film track sound, and Yoruba literary texts too, any form or brand of song/lyric ranging from 

traditional r  as in (Jesus' cult), trado-secular like the used in E  (The world 

belongs to all), neo-religious songs like Yinka Ayefele’s   (Aleluyah to you Lord) in   mi 

(my right) and “Wabillahi Taofeek” in Ayo mikun(my joy is complete), foreign brands like hip-hop, rhythm and 

blues or jazz, used in  (Trading in extra marital affairs),   (The roots of wealth) and  O 

  

fulfilled) and Juju in  Ariwo (noisy night) can also be us

. 

 

Film Music 
The evolution of photography brought about the film; moving pictures in form of 'cinema'. Initially, films were 

silent. The images watched by the viewers simply moved silently, and the viewers had to give interpretations to 

the messages encoded by actions and signs of the actors. By 1926, in the course of the development of the film 

genre, sounds in form of articulate speeches among characters came to accompany the moving pictures 

(Adagbada 2013: 2). Presently, the film, working with images and sound, has a powerful effect on viewers and 

has rightfully taken the first place among the (visual) arts. The basic thing that has brought film to such a 

powerful strength is montage; as the chief means of effects. Of all the important movements that strengthen and 

broaden the montage methods of affecting the viewer, sound in its various forms like dialogue, music and noise, 

have the highest significance (Adagbada 2007: 8). 

As noted by Adagbada (2005:56), it has been suggested that film music was made use of in the earliest 

times to drown the noise of the film projector used. The explanation however seems untenable because even 

when noiseless projectors replaced the noisy ones, film music continues to be used. We are of the opinion that 

music is not just an element of film, its vital function is to adjust the viewer psychologically and aesthetically to 

the flow of images on the screen. This is because picture and music, however indirectly or antithetically related, 

must correspond to each other, beside music serving commentative functions or accompaniment for film. By 

this, songs in films enliven the pictures by evoking more material aspects of reality, though films can be partially 

or totally mimetic and still be enjoyed. In essence, songs in films are of three basic types. These are: Caption, 

Thematic (for social comment) and Scenic. Contextually, they can be for actual reasons, nucleus of themes or as 

comments. 

 

(Hard Drug): The Synopsis 
Taiwo

3

priest to enquire about her  



 - 

 

she eventually join the theatre industry where she becomes very popular. Though she suffered greatly before she 

becomes a star through the dint of hard labour, she is nevertheless very generous to kiths and kins. The 

generosity however leads her into trouble when she agrees 
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. Out of desperation, she joins cocaine trafficking busines

- , despite all the fortifications done for her 

by "chairman's" diviner. She is charged to the court, where she eventually pleaded guilty and was remanded in a 

cell

's numerous fans, her inmates and the Muslim community where she 

lives, all intercede for her in prayers, such that she finds favour with the judge. She is sentenced to a three year 

jail term with an option of one million naira payment. Her friends, colleagues and well wishers are able to raise 

the money for the fine and Taiwo is released.  

 

Soiled Image: An End to Fame? 

The film under study is non-fiction. It is a personal metafiction (Adagbada, 2005: 207); the life story of a 

Nollywood diva, who stunned her numerous fans, colleagues and relations, when in September 2006, she was 

arrested by men of the Nat

) the popular Yoruba film star, 

whose life history is not different from what is portrayed in (Hard Drug) (See Adagbada, 

2005:118-119). 

This Primary School Leaving Certificate holder in her late fifties is a mother of three. She joined the 

 n' (Learn a lesson from 

this) fame; a magazine programme of the Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), Lagos. She became independent 

in 1992 when she made her debut video film – 

. Some of these are  (Retribution) in 1993, (A male 

child) in 1994, O  jo  (Eight years) in 1996, Nnkan (Possessions) in 2001,  O mo Le (The ardours 

task of motherhood) in 2004,    (The staff of consanguinity) in 2005 and 

-

- . Some of these are O ba As (God who 

perfects all ventures) in 2004, (Bitter like venom),  mo (Themotherhood dance), Okunfa(the 

rationale),  O   (Joy at old age)  (It is all vanity), S  (guilt or sin), (struggle 

for wealth), (night expenses), (keeping sealed lips) and (coincidences).  

Despite 

films are more often than not that of the decent and n

-

. 

,   , aso  (Whoever has stolen 

once, if he/she covers himself/herself with a velvet wrapper later in life, the wrapper is assumed to have been 

stolen (or bought with stolen money) and o  

release from the prison. She is a , a popular figure - a supposed role model for many youths; home and 

abroad, now turned a drug baroness and jail-bird. 

The realization of her reputation as having been dented and as such her means of livelihood threatened, 

must have pushed her to eat the humble pie by writing and producing this film, for the Yoruba believe that: O   

e  ni se (it is one who can redeem one's dented image) The theme and tone of the film 

makes it apologetic in form and content This is 

, express their worldview concerning this. 

a. e     e      (An offender who admits guilty seeks the aid of equity) 

b.    mo  ra (If we scold a child with the right hand, we should use 

the left to draw him/her close later)- 

c.       (If one does not forget about past quarrels, one will not have 

anyone to relate to). 

d.   (Friends do disagree and people with opposing views sometimes agree). 

e. ta ni o  ; e   , e   be  (A king 

frowns at the residency of three types of people in the community; he whom one offends and does not tell, 

he to whom one apologies and is adamant and he whom one looks up to for effecting reconciliation, but who 

refuses to do so). 

f.    (There is always a way round a situation we intend to save) 

Apart from these, the producer of the film is also a member of a group of people; the Yoruba, who are 

religious in all things. They believe in supernatural forces like  (destiny), evil forces like , (to 
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be implicated or indicted wrongly), (curses),  (to be spiritually controlled to behave negatively) 

se  (spell), (charms), (witchcraft) and me likes. All these must have been at t 

's , 

.  

 

The Track Sound and its Effects 

, such children are a special breed, they are o ba omo (royal offsprings) whose 

destines are tied together whether they are both alive, or one has 'travelled' to go and buy clothes’ for the 

surviving one. The song goes thus:  

Solo: yo  kan (2ce)  I was born a twin, I am the only survivor 

 We were two 

 If one dies the other suffers 

 No one to confide in 

  No one to relate with 

 Twins! 

 We were born twins 

Mo ke yo  kan                             I am the only survivor  



home to hawk pepper and bread, the woman is annoyed and replies her husband with the song below: 

Mo ko    I am intelligent 

 Though I may not lettered 

                          Education is great 

O    Intelligence is greater 



unlettered and ignorant. 

One 's alibis for getting involved in hard drug business is the family responsibilities she has to 

bear, despite the fact that none of her relations identifies with her while suffering. An aunt comes to meet her at a 

film location, demanding for seve -

goes to beg the producer for whom she is on location, to pay her wages upfront. Tears are likely to weld up in 

one's eyes when one hears the scenic songs below: 

Ogun ni! Ogun ni!                               It is like a war, a real war 

 Relations and friends will come 

 Acquaintances too 

                                  To have their own share 

n                                       If you don't give them 

                                     They will say you are stingy 

                              What a pity, the popular one 

, 

but that her crime is popularized by the fact that she is well known on cinema screens. 

 Crime committed by a rich person 

                    For which he is able to escape 

n        If a public figure commits such 

  The public figure is like an open space  

   He has no hiding place 

 sora o    Public figure, be careful 

Solo:   E , e     Go ahead and chide me 

?  Can you accuse me wrongly? 

  I agree that I have been stupid 

 ?   Did you say I imitated wrongly? 

E     If you are not challenged you will think you  

are strong 

   Go ahead and chide me 

Solo:    e   A woman’s new venture 

  If she is treated like rags 

   She will even crawl on the floor 

e lasan My noise like fresh palm frond has reasons 

  It is caused by wind 

   Go ahead and chide me… 
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At every point where she is ill-treated, jeered at and refused favours as a result of her misconduct in the film, this 

song is sung: 

   It is a fart within the theatre 

    It cannot be keep between the legs 

    If you cross your legs 

 yo   It escapes from underneath 

 

One cannot but pity her and remember that many Nigerians have also being caught trafficking cocaine. Such are 

charged to court and they spend their jail terms quietly without causing much stir in their communities. 

. Her neighbours are attrac

's ankle and the 

policemen tossing her here and there. Some of the neighbours jeer at her, while some make snide remarks. This 

scene is laced with the song below, to point at the fact that (some of) the neighbours who are not involved in any 

crime are just fortunate to have people who assist them, or they live under circumstances whereby they have jobs 

that meet their financial responsibilities. This is why the film musician sings: 

Solo:   se   Maleguetta pepper is weeded around 

    It makes jest of its wild specie 

  se  If the wild species is weeded around too 

  It would have fruited better 

     You need not deride me 

     My enemies 

     You need not deride me   

   The stump that renders palm oil wasted 

o    It is not as a result of incompetency 

E      It is me fault of destiny... 

 

When Fo  

the airpo . The song below 

drives the pain of disappointment she feels right through the marrow. 

    Close your eyes as if you are dead 

ni  Let us see who will weep 

  Knock your toes against stone 

     Let us see who will bid you sorry 

This is followed by: 

      Friends are not sincere, don't you see? 

   The man living opposite is unkind? 

   The one on the left plans evil 

    The thoughts of friends are bad 

  ...  What is in the mind may not be known... 

's eyes while praying in the cell 

on the night before the final judgement, while the songs:  

                           Do not mark sinners 

                           Do not mark sinners 

   God, do not mark shiners  

    If you do 

?   Who can withstand it? 

and 

 mi  Turn   away   your   eyes    from   my misconduct 

   Are you not a friend of sinners? 

 run!  Forgive me oh Lord! 

are being sung, one's heart will melt and one will have pity on her, for the song 

, by her finding favour with the judge when the final judgement is given. There is a great relief

, sentences her to three 

years imprisonment with hard labour, albeit with an option of fine. 

When the fine is paid in lieu of serving a jail term, the viewer is mos 's inmates in 

the song: 

!  Attention all! 

  s
5
! She is free from s  ! 
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6
! She is free from ! 

  s ! She is free from s ! 

   ! She is free from ! 

freedom. If fellow criminals can forgive this screen diva, what else should the viewers do?  

The thematic song; 

Solo:         Contempt packs its load and head for the jungle 

Wo   It is asked 'where to'? 

       It says to the ‘famous' house' 

lo   It says it's looking for the famous 

Chorus: E  , E         Go ahead and chide me 

 so     Can you ever say anything wrong? 

S  run     I am the one who is ungrateful to God 

Which pervades many important scenes in the film, is the summary/the core message of the producer to her fans. 

It implies her admission of guilt, and it also portrays the relevant believe o : 

 
4

  

(Devil) spoils that which is important/beneficent)  

an 

  (poverty does not bother about what is right) 

's predicament is (by Fo   , the friend who introduces 

the drug business to her). The is made manifest in her life because of ignorance, and her financial 

challenges also make her vulnerable. 

 

Conclusion 
- (Hard drug) no doubt h

- her primary source of livelihood. The venture of 

producing this film under study therefore goes beyond financial remuneration. It becomes imperative for her 

therefore to go the extra mile in her bid to get pardoned by her fans; the viewers and her colleagues. Catc



-

. 

These can be verified in her production of films like   (contentment),  ke  - (ninth birth stool), 

(a head destined to be rich) after the cocaine saga. Apart from these, she has also featured and taken 

lead-roles in films produced by her colleagues in the industry. She is O mo lo  , lya Banjo 's 

mother) in   's sister in O  -  , 

Malik's mother in (God’s eyes), Nofisat's mother in   

's sister in   -

 ta(three stars). 

A literary work is a cultural artifact. Ethnographically therefore, the film under study is a 

documentation of history, showing the signs of times in Nigeria as a whole and in the development of the film 

industry particularly. Therein, this producer is not just a detached observer of the incidences, but rather a part-

taker in the ugly situation of a near-demented generation, wherein people have become less concerned about the 

traditional corporate existence of their society. It is a phase in the cultural, socio-economic and political history 

of the nation, when respect for, belief in and hope for the individual self directly and the society as a whole, are 

thrown to the winds. 

The socio-cultural practice of the Yoruba concerning crime, justice and reconciliation as shown in this 

study, is that all hope i -

- 's colleagues and fans welcome her as a result of her 

remorsefulness, as indicated by the number of films she has produced after the cocaine saga. What makes her re-

integration possible is largely due to the fact that she had earlier put her foot prints on the sands of time in the 

film industry before she committed the offence by which her reputation was threatened. Apart from this, she 

agreed to be guilty, but demagogically wins the pardon of her folks by appealing successfully to their emotions, 

especially with the asynchronous songs used interjectorily in the film. However, this producer does not state or 

imply by actions, any suggestion or recommendation, to either the government on how crimes like the one she 

committed, can be prevented or minimized, or to the youths on why it pays off in the long run to shy away from 

crime. Effectively therefore, the film is over-personalized. 
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Notes 
1. ' is the name of the character she played in ; . The name got 

stocked since then. 

2.   They can also be found in the Diaspora in places like Republic of Benin, Togo, Ghana, Sierra Leone, 

Cuba, Trinidad, Tobago and America. 

3.   . meaning: 'to taste the world', is the name by which the first to arrive among twins at 

birth is christened. 

4.  'Satan' of the Christian religion. He is one of the divinitie  

5.    ' is the name by which the poorly prepared food is called by prisoners.  

6.  'Jabo' is another name by which the poorly prepared food is called by prisoners. 
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